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Human Rights Watch is an international non-profit organization dedicated to investigating and reporting on human rights violations throughout the world.\(^1\)

Our United States Program focuses on, among other things, human rights compliance within the criminal legal system. We have produced two major reports and many shorter pieces documenting human rights concerns raised by unwarranted pretrial incarceration in US criminal courts and recommending reforms. The reports specifically highlight the systems in New York and California.\(^2\)

Our California report and my subsequent writings on the topic have unequivocally opposed any use of actuarial or algorithm-based risk assessment tools in pretrial decision-making. Implementing risk assessment tools, even as a replacement for money bail, will harm people going through our court systems, their families and their communities. It will undermine the credibility of California courts.

Before addressing the problems of risk assessment, I will address the Pretrial Reform and Operations Workgroup’s process. As an organization dedicated to


promoting human rights throughout the world, we know that one of the hallmarks of a rights-respecting society that abides by democratic values is public participation in and transparency of decision-making.

When I received the invitation to speak to you at this meeting, I was eager to accept and share my research and my understanding of the subject. Then I learned that the meetings would be closed to the public, that no record would be made of what anyone said during the meetings, that we would be required to leave after our allotted time, and that we could not even know who else was speaking.

Several panelists, including myself, and other interested parties throughout the state have requested that the meeting be open and on the record. The Workgroup has denied that request.

California Rules of Court, Rule 10.75 requires Judicial Council advisory bodies to hold their meetings in public view. While some technical reading of the law may exempt this Workgroup, the spirit of that rule calls for openness. Your decision to close this meeting harms our democratic process.

This is not an academic point. This Workgroup’s predecessor, in what appears to have been a very similar process, released a report with a slate of recommendations that were transformed into SB10, the “reform” law that attempts to expand judicial power of preventive detention and that mandates the use of risk assessment tools. That process happened in secrecy with disastrous results.

An open process increases the chance of finding effective solutions that balance the needs and rights of all stakeholders.

The Harms of Pretrial Incarceration

Unnecessary use of pretrial incarceration betrays the presumption of innocence, a fundamental guiding principle of the US legal system, by keeping people in jail who have not been convicted of a crime. Human Rights Watch’s California report documented that between 2011-2015, close to half-a-million people were subject to felony arrests and held in pretrial detention or forced to pay
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bail, but never found to be guilty of any crime, an unjust punishment that cost taxpayers millions of dollars. Poor people jailed pretrial, with bail set, face the miserable options of taking on heavy debt to pay bail, remaining in custody until their cases resolve, or pleading guilty to gain freedom sooner, regardless of actual guilt. The large-scale use of pretrial detention, resulting in pressured guilty pleas, causes immeasurable harm to people and damages the credibility of our criminal legal system.

Pretrial detention has traditionally been accomplished by setting money bail. Now, many courts in the US are replacing money bail with risk assessment tools.

**Risk Assessment Tools are a Dangerous, Unfair Substitute**

Risk assessment tools purport to estimate the statistical likelihood that a person will commit some future misconduct, like missing a court date or arrest for a new crime. They take discrete facts about the person, without providing individualized context for those facts, to create what is essentially a profile, then compare that profile to a large dataset of other people with similar profiles. They assign a likelihood of future misconduct by the person based on the percentages of successful or unsuccessful outcomes from the larger dataset.

The tools give statistical estimates of future behavior that impact a person’s freedom or imprisonment based on how other people have behaved in the past. This disregard for individual context will lead to unjust outcomes. The commonly used Arnold Ventures PSA tool scores past missed court dates against a person, but does not distinguish between, for example, a person who missed court due to being sick and came in the next day, as opposed to a person who deliberately fled the state to avoid prosecution. The same tool scores any “prior felony conviction” the same, though they can range from relatively minor theft offenses to murder.

Courts should ground decisions in an individual's own actions, placed in context, not in the actions of other people.

The tools do not predict future crime. To the extent they predict anything, it is future arrest. While an individual’s behavior partly determines likelihood of arrest, police behavior is a significant determining factor. People living in over-policed communities or otherwise subject to aggressive
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5 Human Rights Watch, “Not in it for Justice.”
6 In California, according to Human Rights Watch’s analysis of data from six counties, the vast majority of people released from jail as “sentenced” on low-level felonies and misdemeanors were released before the earliest possible date they could have gone to trial. In other words, to assert their innocence at trial, they would have had to stay in jail longer than they did by pleading guilty. Human Rights Watch, “Not in it for Justice,” p. 56.
policing face higher risk of arrest for the same behavior. For example, someone who illegally possesses a firearm in a community with a low police presence will have little risk of being stopped and searched, while someone in a highly policed community will have a high risk of stop, search and arrest. Historic and current racial and class bias in policing, including discrimination by individual officers, racial profiling and biased deployment patterns, strongly influences arrest results.\(^8\)

While the tools generally do not use race or economic class specifically in their formulas, they use other factors that stand as proxies, including arrest history, employment history, residential stability and education levels. This means that the profiles have a built-in bias, reflective of and amplifying the biases already existing in the criminal legal system and in US society as a whole.\(^9\) While not necessarily designed to be racist, because they rely on racially biased inputs, their outputs or recommendations will reflect that bias.\(^10\) Because of their claim to scientific objectivity, they may provide a veneer of legitimacy to that discrimination.

Risk assessment tools are often promoted as an effective mechanism to reduce pretrial incarceration, but, in fact, they can be used just as easily to increase incarceration.\(^11\) The scoring system of any risk assessment tool can be adjusted to fit more or less people into the various risk categories, thus allowing it to be manipulated to raise or lower the numbers of people released or detained.\(^12\)
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These inherent problems—decision-making based on non-contextual statistical predictions, racial and class bias, and subjectively adjustable scoring—are reason enough to reject use of the tools by a state seeking to implement an equitable system that respects the presumption of innocence. Additionally, the tools are not especially accurate and rely on secretive formulas and data that makes it difficult, if not impossible, for defendants to understand how their scores were generated in order to challenge their recommendations.

The tools run counter to basic principles undergirding the US legal system, including that each person should be judged as an individual. International human rights law protects an individual’s right to liberty from arbitrary restriction, either through arbitrary laws or through arbitrary enforcement of the law. The Inter-American Commission on Human Rights has emphasized that pretrial custody decisions should not be made by reference to pre-set formulas, patterns or stereotypes, but, instead, must be grounded in reasoning that contains specific, individualized facts and circumstances justifying such detention.

Human Rights Watch urges avoiding the use of risk assessment tools altogether. Instead, pretrial reform should honor the presumption of innocence by greatly limiting who is eligible for pretrial incarceration in the first place, and by requiring individualized hearings with rigorous evaluations of evidence, procedural requirements, and standards of proof, before a court can order incarceration.
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16 Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, Report on the Use of Pretrial Detention in the Americas, OEA/Ser.L/V/VII, Doc. 46/13 (2013), https://www.oas.org/en/iachr/pdf/reports/pdfs/Report-PD-2013-en.pdf (accessed February 7, 2020). The United States has signed, but not ratified, the American Convention, and as such is not legally bound by its provisions. However, the Inter-American Commission’s guidance is a useful and authoritative guide to the protection of fundamental human rights. This is particularly true in this area, because the American Convention’s due process guarantees are in many respects similar to those guaranteed under US law and by international instruments binding on the United States.
Replacing money bail with risk assessment will not address the problems of unnecessary pretrial incarceration, will not improve the racial and class discrimination of the system, and will not result in fairer outcomes. A court system committed to justice should not use them.